Additional Facts

**LOUISIANA ROOM**
Head of Navigation on Pearl River.
Founded 1906.
Population 17,000.
Commission form of Government.
Year 'round golf—parks—playgrounds—fishing—hunting—sports of all kinds.
Progressive Institutions—schools—churches—hospital
Hour and a half to the Gulf.
Paved Streets and Highways.
Splendid Factory Location.

**BOGALUSA**
The City of Opportunity
Investigate BOGALUSA

FOR ATTRACTIVE FACTORY SITES AND UNEXCELLED INDUSTRIAL ADVANTAGES

BOGALUSA RANKS HIGHEST IN THE VALUE OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS PER CAPITA; OUTPUT—SIXTEEN MILLIONS.

CENTER OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY
ABUNDANCE OF RAW MATERIALS
EXTENSIVE MARKETS
10-YEAR WAIVER OF TAXES
PLENTIFUL LABOR—FUEL—POWER
EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION

YEAR 'ROUND MODERATE CLIMATE
GOOD LIVING CONDITIONS
COOPERATIVE CITIZENSHIP
HEALTHFUL—CENTER "OZONE BELT"
CENTER OF VAST AGRICULTURAL AREA
OTHER ATTRACTION INDUCEMENTS

BOGALUSA IS THE MOST FAVORABLY SITUATED CITY IN THE SOUTH FOR FURTHER INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION.

Wire, or Write

BOGALUSA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BOGALUSA, LOUISIANA